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» Energy Networks Australia

» Why did we develop a Mental Health & Wellbeing Strategy

» Lessons learned from the strategy development and launch Seminar

» Results of first year implementation survey

» Habits of top performing organisations

Overview



Energy Networks Australia

Evoenergy



Why and how did we develop a Mental 

Health & Wellbeing Strategy?
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Our industry is changing rapidly



Evidence base building: mental health costs $10.9bn

Source of Information

Safe Work Australia’s National Data Set for Compensation-based Statistics (NDS)

Workers Compensation claims for the period 2007-2008 to 2011-2012



» 2015 Health & safety leadership workshop

– “mental health during industry structural change is a significant yet 

misunderstood risk”

» 2015 November AMC and Board meeting papers

– Workshop seen as a success. Strong response on mental health 

discussion.

» 2016/17 Asset Management Committee work plan

– HSE Reference Group tasked with developing a ‘Mental Health 

Blueprint’

» 2016 November HSERG meeting

– Small project working group formed

» 2017 (May) Ernst & Young engaged

– Co-define, Co-design, iterate, embed.

» 2017 (October) Strategy completed and launched

– “fostering positive mental health is a business investment with 

significant rewards”
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Strategy development timeline



Strategy development process
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Source: Ernst & Young
Step Details

Co-Define • Small working group utilised to define scope/objectives

• Energy Networks Australia Board members interviewed by EY

Co-Design • Workshops held in Melbourne and Sydney, to gain input from all Australian network operator HSE 

specialists

Iterate • Small working group reviewed several drafts

• Workshop attendees utilised again to review final draft

• beyondblue utilised to provide input into final version

Embed Two “tools” developed:

1. Organisation maturity assessment tool

2. Strategy implementation tracking tool



Mental Health & Wellbeing Seminar
October 2017
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» Held at State Library of Victoria

» 80 representatives attended

» Strategy launched by Board Chairman

» Seminar program based on structure of the Strategy

– Leadership

– Policies & responsibility

– Strategy implementation

– Measuring & monitoring

» Speakers and presentations from practical perspectives

Mental Health & Wellbeing Seminar

Mitch McPherson – Founder, SPEAK UP! Stay ChatTY



Seminar

» Pros

– Small core project working group with driven 

personalities, invested in project success

– Co-define with stakeholders

– Utilise professionals and existing resources

– Flexible implementation requirements

» Cons

– Did not have an appropriate project sponsor

– Did not engage Board and Committee effectively 

throughout the whole development journey

» Pros

– Hard deadline for launch of strategy

– Opening presentations from CEOs (establishes 

importance)

– Practical advice from those who have “walked the 

walk”

– Personal perspectives

– Positive messages

» Cons

– Did not attract many non-HSE specialists

– Did not integrate event into wider ‘Mental Health 

Week’

– Venue was too large for audience size

Lessons learned
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Strategy



Inaugural industry assessment
September 2018
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Training
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Systems
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Executive / non-HSE leader  Engagement
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The current state assessment determined that our overall organisational mental 

health and wellbeing status is at the high end of developing.   The measurement 

process used is aligned to the Workforce Safety Maturity measurements.

Industry leaders: engage, develop, implement, measure, adjust, engage
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Leadership – Executive sponsorship



Leadership – Dedicated mental health advocate positions
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Thank you

Thank you to:

» Peter Berry (EEA)

» James Dodwell (EEA)

» Peter Napolitano (MultiNet)

» George Karlis (SA Power Networks)

» Daniel Santos (formerly United Energy, now Telstra)

» Roberto Garcia (EY)


